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Draft of training program for mentors (Swiss LEGME partner): 
 

1. Kick off meeting with mentors to monitor motivation and objectives of mentors, 

clarifying milestones 

2. Regular meetings with the mentors every 6 weeks (within its program that lasts 8 

months) during the face-to-face coachings / mentor trainings, intravisions and 

exchange of experiences made so far, best-practices, clarifying upcoming milestones. 

Sessions evaluate and monitor the relationship between mentor and mentée and the 

project management. Here the mentor trainer uses different techniques / tools: cards 

like OHO cards, postcards that show various emotions, snacks with different tastes, 

pictures, photos from recent MUNTERwegs activities in PPP etc.  

3. MUNTERwegs organizes 2 group meetings for all 10 pairs in each MUNTERwegs site. 

One of them is with the mentée´s parents and siblings. Here the project manager and 

the mentor trainer attend as well and use the opportunity to interview the participants 

informally about their experiences made in the MUNTERwegs program (oral feed-back 

with parents, mentors, children). 

4. All MUNTERwegs mentors visit the class and meet the teacher of its mentée at least 

once during the 8 month program. The mentor trainer is in close relationship with the 

respective school / teacher and receives feedback regularly (via mail / phone or face-to-

face) 

5. At the 6th and last coaching / mentor training all participating mentors are asked to 

give oral and written feed back to their relationship and to the MUNTERwegs program. 

Based on this evaluation, the mentors decide if they want to stay in their realtionship 

with their mentée also after the official ending of the program and the final event after 

8 months.  

6. The farewell party at the official ending of the MUNTERwegs program (after 8 months) 

is organized for all mentors and mentées (approx. 10 pairs for each MUNTERwegs site 

per year). Here children and mentors are aksed to look back and evaluate their 

relationship during the last 8 months.  


